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Background
In its relatively short American history, the role of landscape architecture 
has been broad, diverse, and impactful. Landscape architects have been 
influential in making the post-industrial city more humane and livable.  
They have broadened the duties of transportation networks and 
transformed the function of open space systems. They have defined 
and redefined what makes great communities. They have been integral 
to environmental progress and are conceiving new approaches for 
infrastructure to provide environmental and community benefits. Also, 
landscape architects have brought art and culture to many through 
their work. Moreover, their work has significantly benefited economic 
development in many cities and regions.

While the impact of landscape architecture has been impressive, the ongoing 
potential for this noble profession continues to materialize. Its potential 
can be even more transformative if it responds to the most critical global 
problems: economic, environmental, and social. Many of these problems 
languish at crisis level, and consequently, the opportunity for landscape 
architectural leadership is both critical and challenging. Innovation and 
change will be key components of this prodigious undertaking.

Solutions to problems will necessarily be derived from rigorous 
interdisciplinary analyses, research, and exploration. Solutions will be 
most sustainable if they are comprehensive in nature, deriving long-term 
synergies between prosperity, environmental healing, and improved 
quality of life. While much of the work of landscape architects is delivered 
figuratively in the form of plans, reports, and guidelines, the most decisive 
impact comes in the form of built work. The built work must be well 
executed, that is, perform well, in order to fulfill ambitious intent. Processes 
for translating objectives and ideas into built outcomes need to be 
advanced and carefully applied just as they are in other industries where 
vital products are delivered to market.

This book is intended to help advance and elevate these processes, as part 
of a broader effort to affect the role of landscape architecture in addressing 
global challenges.

Landscape architects as Interdisciplinary Leaders
Landscape architecture and related disciplines such as planning and urban 
design are well positioned to address the most fundamental challenges 
faced by communities, cities, and nations around the globe. That will require 
elevating the role of the designer to the highest potential level. It will also 
require that theory and practice be well integrated.

Landscape architecture is continuing to mature and establish its importance 
in the design industry. There is growing awareness and support for 
the central role of built landscapes in accomplishing our highest-level 
ambitions: economic development, community building, environmental 
improvement, and even access to art and culture. While many subscribe to 
this broad definition of sustainability, fewer are successful in attaining the 
comprehensive pursuit.

The seriousness of these undertakings should be reflected in the depth and 
rigor of the landscape architectural design and documentation process. The 
premise suggests the critical need for effective translational relationships 
between theory and implementation. It will require an ongoing process of 
elucidation, evaluation, and improvement of design and documentation 
practices themselves.

This book defines clear processes and guidelines for delivering well-
documented and well-built landscape architecture projects.

ELEvatIng and upgradIng dEsIgn and 
documEntatIon practIcEs
The landscape architecture profession is mature and diverse but subject 
to wide-ranging levels of application. These conditions can result in varied 
and often underdeveloped delivery methods. Consequently, the profession 
needs to be committed to elevating and upgrading the processes by which 
it designs, documents, and constructs landscapes. This profession must 
continue to evolve and improve its practices in order to maximize potential 
contributions and doing so will require diligence.

1 IntrODuctIOn
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Young and Evolving
Landscape architecture as a term was “invented by Gilbert Laing Meason in 
1828 and was first used as a professional title by Frederick Law Olmsted in 
1863.” 1 Formal recognition was given to landscape architecture with the 
founding of the American Society of Landscape Architects in 1899 and the 
establishment of the first degree program at Harvard University in 1900.

Over the course of about 100 years, landscape architecture licensure 
requirements have been established in all 50 states, reflecting the 
profession’s commitment to protecting public health, safety, and welfare. 
About 30 of these states maintain continuing-education requirements for 
its licensees. While licensure is very important, it represents a baseline set 
of core competencies for the landscape architect. As with all professions, 
ongoing improvements and collective development is necessary, building 
upon landscape architecture’s historic adaptation to technology, market 
areas and community need.

a diverse profession
The profession practices across a diverse range of subjects; consequently, 
it is subject to some risk when delving into tangential subject areas. 
Uniquely, landscape architecture requires both generalized and specialized 
perspectives and skill areas. As generalists, landscape architects are 
positioned to lead multidisciplinary teams. As specialists, they can deliver 
tangible outcomes. Horticulture, social science, material sciences, agronomy, 
hydrology, ecology, graphic design, traffic analysis, and renewable energy 
represent some of the subjects that landscape architects address in their 
daily work.

In order to assimilate and coordinate these subject areas, landscape 
architects need to be sure that interdisciplinary design and documentation 
processes maximize benefits and minimize deficiencies.

Wide-ranging Quality Levels
Landscape architecture is practiced across an extremely broad range of 
applications; there are those who seek to dramatically improve the human 
condition and those who solely produce Planting Plans. While most forms 
of practice are legitimate, many landscapes are not well designed, well built, 

or intended to accomplish high-level objectives. Uneducated landscape 
designers proliferate in many communities and cast some confusion on the 
profession. As an analogy, a landscaper to a landscape architect is what a 
security guard is to a national security expert. Both are important, but they 
operate on very different levels of execution.

As only a small percentage of buildings are constructed as LEED® 
buildings2; a similarly small percentage of landscapes are built to 
accomplish high-performance objectives as discussed earlier and as 
established by the Sustainable Sites Initiative.™ By elevating the purpose 
and quality of the design and documentation process, these trends may 
begin to improve.

purposE of thE Book
This reference book focuses on the key documentation needs of the 
landscape architectural design and Construction Documentation 
process. That includes both “design documentation” and “Construction 
Documentation” as well as all that which occurs in the transition from one 
phase to the other. Documentation requirements include those components 
necessary to explore and define design intent, logic, physical proposals, and 
ultimately, the specific components included within construction and bid 
documents.

“Documentation” herein generally refers to those diagrams, drawings, 
models, annotations, and narratives produced and sequentially presented 
within each phase of the design process. Five phases of the design and 
documentation process are included: Pre-Design, Conceptual Design, 
Schematic Design (SD), Design Development (DD), and Construction 
Documentation (CD). Key components, drawings, sheets, and 
documentation sets are described for each of these phases. For each of 
these elements, an explicit set of requirements is defined. Specifications 
are not described in detail within this edition of the book, although 
critical issues and relationships between drawings and specifications are 
highlighted. Documentation needs of the Construction Administration 
process are also not presently included.

While design process is integral to the development of landscape architectural 
 

1 “The Origin of Landscape Architecture.” The Garden Landscape Guide. January 1, 2014. http://
www.gardenvisit.com/history_theory/garden_landscape_design_articles/landscape_theory/
origin_term.

2 LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is a voluntary, consensus-based, market-
driven program that provides third-party verification of green buildings. (http://new.usgbc.org/
leed).  As of April 2013, approximately 40,000 projects were registered as LEED certified.
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documentation, this book should not be considered a design methods 
resource. Nor is the book intended to provide comprehensive technical systems 
information, such as construction detailing or landscape grading practices. This 
publication is not intended to function as a design graphics handbook. There 
are ample resources available for each of those areas of practice.

The book is not intended to mandate a standard or inflexible set of 
requirements, but rather offers a wide-ranging framework from which to 
draw best practices. Projects vary in scope and scale; not all projects will 
require all the documentation components included here. The principles 
from which the requirements are drawn are most important—explicit 
emphasis is placed upon documentation principles within the book.

IntEnt of thE guIdELInEs
These guidelines are intended to serve both academic and professional 
needs. In both realms, they may be used as a teaching tool, helping students 
and practitioners to understand the landscape architectural design and 
documentation practice. That process, together with associated graphic 
requirements, is taught within landscape architecture degree programs. 
These courses, due to time and to some degree resource limitations, do not 
typically cover the topic as comprehensively or in great detail.

Professionally, the young landscape architect is usually left to learn these 
requirements over long-term exposure to projects and through working 
with experienced staff. That instruction can vary in quality, range, and 
timeline. Continuing education opportunities focus in part on preparing for 
the Landscape Architecture Registration Exam, a state-based examination 
process, drawn from national competency standards established at the 
Council for Landscape Architectural Registration Boards (CLARB). That process 
is concentrated on selected Construction Documentation components 
and tasks and does not incorporate the full design and documentation 
process. While relationships and distinctions between different design 
and documentation phases are fundamental to landscape architectural 
practice, they are generally not taught with much emphasis in academic or 
professional settings.

These guidelines methodically present the subject matter in a comprehensive 
and explicit manner. A number of fundamental premises organize the current 
approach:

• Organizational and operational principles go a long way in clarifying the 
complexities of the design and documentation process.

• An explicit understanding of the purpose of each component (drawing 
or sheet) within the documentation set facilitates the development of 
content within that component.

• Interdisciplinary Construction Documentation cannot rely upon 
informal, intuition-based processes but should rather be based 
upon itemized sets of requirements, quality-control checklists and 
interdisciplinary coordination needs.

These premises suggest that each phase and all associated components of 
the design and documentation process will be made clear and meaningful. 
Clarity is initiated with a foundation of intent that can be logically applied from 
Pre-Design through Construction Documentation, resulting in superior built 
outcomes.

oBjEctIvEs
The following objectives have been established for the guidelines as they 
apply to professional practice:

orientation
Orientation refers to the possibility that a firm may adopt these guidelines, or 
an adapted version of these guidelines, for professional use. The guidelines 
will be used to orient the new landscape architect to the firm’s expectations 
for executing projects. A prospective employee may also review the 
guidelines in order to evaluate his or her potential fit within the firm and 
determine a role for herself within the design and documentation process.

project management
The guidelines may be used to inform project management processes: 
a “road map” of the requirements for each phase of the design and 
documentation process. Project efficiency will improve with the use of these 
guidelines. Requirements for each sheet of the documentation process have 
been defined and can be followed by project teams as a self-management 
tool. The guidelines do not substitute for rigorous critical thinking, 
comprehensive quality management, and document reviews.

Quality management
The guidelines may be used to guide the project quality-assurance 
review process. Quality assurance represents the specific review, 
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coordination and improvement or editing processes undertaken as part 
of the firm’s quality-management program (see definitions that follow). 
At a minimum, the reviewer should address and review requirements 
identified within these guidelines. The project design team should 
not present documentation for a quality-assurance review that falls 
significantly below the requirements of these guidelines. In other words, 
the guidelines should be used to assist teams in completing minimum 
requirements established herein.

Quality management can be considered to have three main components: 
quality control, quality assurance, and quality improvement. Quality 
management is focused on not only product/service quality, but also the 
means to achieve it.3

1. Quality Control * is the ongoing effort to maintain the integrity of a 
process to maintain the reliability of achieving an outcome.

2. Quality Assurance* is the planned or systematic action(s) necessary to 
provide enough confidence that a product or service will satisfy the 
given requirements.

3. Quality Improvement can be distinguished from Quality Control in that 
Quality Improvement is the purposeful change of a process to improve 
the reliability of achieving an outcome.

 *Note that quality control and quality assurance are sometimes used 
interchangeably in the design industries to define specific actions 
associated with improving outcomes.

One of the most significant challenges in conducting design-related quality 
management is the cost:4

Approximately 20 percent of design budgets are expended for reviews and 
corrections conducted after the design documents have been completed. Adding 
interim reviews and corrections to the cost, an average design project can easily 
require 30 percent to 50 percent of its budget to locate and correct errors.

Attempts to impose even more stringent quality-control methods to reduce design 
errors have resulted in a spiral of ever-increasing design costs. As clients become 
increasingly resistant to higher costs and increasingly demanding of higher quality, 
design firms are caught in a squeeze that forces them to sacrifice quality, design 
cost, or both. These sacrifices result in lost profits or lost clients, or both.

A primary thesis of this book suggests that quality management is most 
effectively and most efficiently applied as an integral, ongoing and well-
defined component of the design and documentation process (often 
referred to as plan check). That approach is distinguished from tail-end and 
independent processes. The thesis suggests an alignment of principles and 
performance measures early in the process, as well as a series of inclusive and 
transparent design reviews and quality-control work sessions from Schematic 
Design through Construction Administration.

The timing and schedule for quality assurance reviews will vary for each 
project, depending upon the project’s scope and scale. These reviews 
should be scheduled and budgeted at the project outset to occur at 
intervals appropriate to the project size and complexity. Reviews should 
occur at the very least once during each of the Concept Design, Schematic 
Design, and Design Development phases and twice during Construction 
Documentation.

high-Quality Built projects
A project will rarely be constructed well if it is poorly documented. Poorly 
defined plans and details are not likely to be improved in the field through the 
contractor coordination process and may result in quality compromises and 
cost increases to both the client and contractor. The best executed projects are 
usually most well resolved in the design and documentation process.

reduced Liability
By utilizing guidelines that improve the quality of project execution, a project 
will perform better from durability, safety, and user perspectives. In addition, 
the rate of errors and omissions will be reduced. As a result, the typical firm’s 
liability will likely be reduced.

hoW to usE thE Book
potential applications
Potential uses for the book have been defined as a set of tasks or objectives. 
For each of these objectives, a brief approach is highlighted.

organizing a complete set of Landscape  
architecture documents
The skills required to organize and prepare a well-resolved landscape 
architecture project result from years of focused professional practice and 

3 Rose, Kenneth H. “Quality Management.” Wikipedia. December 1, 2014. http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Quality_management. 
4 Stasiowski, Frank and David Burstein. Total Quality Project Management for the Design Firm: How 
to Improve Quality, Increase Sales, and Reduce Costs. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1994.
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deeply engaged involvement with dozens of projects at various scales. 
Experience generally begets competency but does not ensure superior 
results.

For those without adequate experience to organize landscape architectural 
documents independently, these guidelines can serve as a useful tool. It 
is recommended that the landscape architect first refer to Chapter Two, 
Documentation Principles from Section One: Establishing the Foundation. 
Here, key organizing ideas are promoted. The landscape architect may then 
refer to Section Two: Phases Overview, where a comprehensive description 
of each potential component of the process is provided by design phase. To 
determine design process and documentation needs, the landscape architect 
should combine working knowledge of project circumstances with the 
project’s potential to be comprehensively successful.

preparing a project Work scope and associated fee
While every project is unique, and as such requires a custom approach, all 
projects deserve the initial consideration of a comprehensive design and 
documentation process. Comprehensive refers to a process that examines all 
potential considerations and results in a set of documents that represent the 
full breadth of the landscape architect’s role.

In order to prepare a project work scope and fee, the landscape architect 
should first establish a design process that suits the needs of the project. 
That process can be outlined initially by drawing from the fully defined 
design steps itemized within this document, initially found in Section Two: 
Phases Overview. That process may include, for example, initial components 
such as a site investigation, user interviews, and a code review. These 
components should be itemized in the project work scope as tasks and 
deliverables.

Once tasks and deliverables are defined, the landscape architect can 
explicitly envision the documentation requirements for each phase of the 
project. Completed on a sheet-by-sheet basis that is known as a Document 
Set Mock-Up. The mock-up set reflects the likely number of plan sheets, 
based upon decisions regarding plan scale and sheet layout. Some non-
plan sheets, such as those that contain details, can be projected based 
upon assumptions from similar, recently completed work. The mock-up 
set can be represented graphically or in outline format. It is important to 
understand the full number and types of sheets that will be prepared, as 
they have cost implications.

The Document Set Mock-Up can then be used to estimate fees required to 
conduct the landscape architecture work. Some firms may keep historic data 
on costs to complete project design and documentation. These data can be 
categorized by project type, level of complexity and other criteria. Cost data 
should reflect actual fees expended, rather than contractual fees. These fees 
can be tabulated to reflect costs necessary to complete each sheet within the 
set by phase. For example, if $322,000 was expended to complete a Design 
Development set with 28 sheets, that roughly equates to $11,500 per sheet. 
The per-sheet cost reflects all tasks and activities that precede and ultimately 
result in the sheet outcome itself, for example, meetings, design analysis and 
study, coordination, and quality management.

Preparing a work scope fee by analyzing and quantifying the number of 
sheets in a set is only one of a number of approaches to preparing project 
fees. Other approaches include Time and Task, Schedule and Manpower, and 
Fee as a Percentage of Construction. It is recommended that the landscape 
architect utilize several approaches to examining fees, in order to cross-check 
assumptions and outcomes.

Establishing content for Individual documents
As the primary emphasis of this publication, these guidelines are both 
comprehensive and explicitly rich with recommended content for each 
component within landscape architectural design and Construction 
Documents.

It is especially important that the landscape architect understand content 
distinctions between associated DD and CD sheets. The relationship between 
DD and CD content varies by sheet series and is strategically determined. 
That is to say, more information is not typically better at the DD level. For 
example, the DD Site Grading Plan and the Site Layout Plan are cautiously 
developed at a framework level, while the DD Site Materials Plan and the Site 
Demolition Plan are more thoroughly advanced. The logic of these specific 
strategies is described within the guidelines for each sheet.

Sheet-by-sheet content information can be found within Section Three: 
Guidelines and Best Practices. DD- and CD-level sheet series are paired within 
the guidelines for ease of comparison. As the landscape architect sets out 
to establish a Design Development sheet, he should first understand the 
stated objective and general requirements for the sheet. The project team must 
agree to these requirements in order to support and follow the logic of the 
recommended specific requirements. Specific requirements are organized in a 
checklist format and in general order of sequenced application.
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Establishing graphics for Individual documents
Each drawing within the design and documentation process is devised 
with a unique purpose. Accordingly, graphic strategies vary from 
drawing to drawing and from phase to phase. Within these guidelines 
each drawing or sheet is defined with detailed graphic requirements. 
Consistent graphic requirements throughout the documents are also 
defined.

For example, a landscape architect interested to know how to graphically 
distinguish a DD Site Layout Plan from a DD Site Materials Plan should 
refer to representative graphic examples and associated graphic checklist 
requirements for each of these two documents. This information can be 
found within Section Three: Guidelines and Best Practices.

conducting design reviews
In many firms, design reviews embody the heart of the design studio, where 
pin-ups and critiques of design proposals represent the essential exercise in 
advancing design. A number of resources within this book may be useful in 
conducting effective design reviews.

Essentially, the key implications and outcomes of the design and 
documentation process should be evident and verbalized in design 
review forums. Missing or underdeveloped process elements may result in 
weaknesses in the design. Working knowledge of these elements may help 
one to facilitate an effective design review. For example, during an SD or even 
DD design review someone might ask questions such as, “Have performance 
objectives been defined and documented?” Or, “Can three-dimensional 
clarity be given to an element?” Perhaps a juror may suggest that the 
interdisciplinary relationships should be better coordinated or that scale 
relationships between elements deserve study. 

conducting Quality assurance reviews

Quality Assurance reviews are completed by experienced staff in an 
effort to control or improve the quality of the documents. These reviews 
are extremely important to built outcomes and require methodical and 
disciplined processes. A number of elements within this book will be useful 
resources for this process:

• Content Requirements by Phase, in Section Two: Phases Overview

• Sheet Requirements, in Section Three: Guidelines and Best Practices

• Interdisciplinary Coordination Requirements, in Section Three: Guidelines 
and Best Practices, for each sheet, for example, Design Development 
Grading Plan, Best Practices, Coordination

The quality assurance reviewer should participate in the design and 
documentation process from the outset so she can evaluate the intended 
content of the documentation sets. As the content of the DD and CD 
documents matures, the reviewer may utilize the requirements included 
within this publication in order to check conformance to the guidelines.

conducting Interdisciplinary coordination

The Role of Quality Management
The implementation of a firm or office Quality Leader is recommended as 
the primary resource for execution of these guidelines. This person should 
maintain a detailed understanding of the requirements, stay abreast of 
the industry’s best practices, and report potential improvements to their 
firm’s individual documentation guidelines. The Quality Leader should also 
be responsible for orienting new employees to the guidelines, providing 
frequent refresher seminars and ensuring that guidelines are being 
implemented on all projects.

An initial design and documentation training program should be 
comprehensive and widespread, with the intent to align all design staff to a 
common set of practice guidelines. In firms with multiple offices, unique or 
disparate practices by each office will not allow the firm to operate effectively 
in completing projects. Regular training allows all design staff to overcome 
disparate and inconsistent practices and engage themselves in the firm’s 
practices guidelines through a shared learning experience. Design and 
documentation practices are normally one component of a larger project 
delivery system within the design firm. Relationships between these practices 
must be well coordinated.

Literature review—defining the need
The current publication is intended to focus on the all-encompassing role 
of documentation in the landscape architectural design and Construction 
Documentation process. Documentation refers to those drawings, images, 
models and narrative produced and organized sequentially to convey design 
intent and construction requirements. 
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Across the industry, a wide-ranging literature base highlights the breadth 
of the profession. Topics range from design theory and process to countless 
technical references and built work portfolios. There are, however, a very 
limited number of resources that focus strictly on documentation practices 
for landscape architecture.

A range of standards, guidelines and practice-oriented books have been 
developed for landscape architectural design and construction. Some of 
these publications are comprehensive and wide ranging, covering a series 
of topics of interest to the landscape architect. Others are more specialized, 
focused on a single topic, such as site construction detailing. Some speak to  
a limited extent regarding documentation issues.


